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INTRODUCTION
============

There are at least eight different epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) ligands, most of which are synthesized by the cell as transmembrane precursors that can be proteolytically cleaved and released to the extracellular matrix as soluble ligands which interact with the receptor ([@bib1]). This interaction is a prerequisite step for the activation of the receptor and is followed by receptor dimerization and autophosphorylation, which in turn activate the microtubule-associated protein kinase pathway, leading to the signaling cascade which regulates cell differentiation, progression, and/or migration. The mechanism by which ligand binding occurs is summarized elsewhere ([@bib2]--[@bib5]). Lenferink ([@bib6]) suggested that signal differentiation within the ErbB (i.e., EGFR) network occurs not only as a result of receptor differential expression but also as a result of different ligands activating the same receptor with different potencies. In this article, we present a comparative analysis for five of the eight EGFR ligands in terms of their conformation, hydrogen/deuterium (H/D) exchange kinetics, and extent of exchange based on Fourier transform-infrared (FT-IR) and two-dimensional correlation spectroscopy (2DCOS) and the oligomeric state of these ligands via mass spectrometry (MS). This information is essential to understanding the structure solvent accessibility hydrogen-bonding relationship of these ligands in their unbound state.

Amphiregulin (AR), whose structure has not yet been elucidated, and heparin binding-epidermal growth factor (HB-EGF) are ligands of the EGFR that are known to stimulate cell growth and proliferation and are often associated with oncogenesis ([@bib7]--[@bib10]). Amphiregulin, composed of 98 amino acids, and HB-EGF, composed of 86 residues (secondary structure composition is discussed herein), share a significant homology to all EGF family members containing an EGF-like domain ([@bib11],[@bib12]) ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}) and share the same heparin-binding affinity ([@bib10],[@bib13]). Recently discovered epiregulin (ER) ([@bib14]), composed of 47 residues, is a ligand for EGFR and ErbB4, which also shares more than 41% amino acid sequence identity with EGF. ER exhibits the bifunctional regulatory property of inhibiting the growth of several epithelial cell lines while stimulating the growth of fibroblasts and various other cell types ([@bib8],[@bib15],[@bib16]).

![Solid surface Connolly models were generated for these ligands using their corresponding PDBs. (*A*) EGF (PDB:1EPJ), (*C*) TGF-*α* (PDB:1YUG), (*E*) HB-EGF (modified from PDB:1XDT, HB-EGF peptide composed of 79 residues), and (*G*) epiregulin (PDB:1K37, ER peptide composed of 46 residues). In white are the hydrophobic regions of the ligand with IR active side chains: red, negatively charged (aspartates and glutamates); blue, positive charged (arginine); and green for the tyrosine side chains. (*A*) The Kabash and Sander ([@bib34]) rendition of these ligands is also shown to highlight the secondary structure differences (*B*) EGF, (*D*) TGF-*α*, (*F*) HB-EGF, and (*H*) ER, although they all contain the EGF-like domain with the characteristic two *β*-strands and three loops. In blue are the amino and in red are the carboxy terminal ends. (*I*) Sequence alignment: based on National Center for Biotechnology Information database sequences corresponding to accession numbers AAS83395, [NP_003227](NP_003227), BAA22146 or 1K37, [NP_001936](NP_001936), AAA51773, for human EGF, TGF-*α*, ER, HB-EGF, and AR, respectively. Highlighted are the conserved and class-specific residues in light gray and orange, respectively. Conserved disulfide bridges are shown as solid gray lines. Conserved secondary structure motif *β*-strands are shown as arrows (same colors as *β*-sheets). (*J*) Dendogram for the EGF-like family of ligands.](BIO.125856.wc.f1){#fig1}

EGFR has a lower affinity for ER compared to EGF, AR, and HB-EGF ([@bib17]), suggesting that EGFR is not the primary receptor for ER. Transforming growth factor-*α* (TGF-*α*) ([@bib18]) is a mitogenic protein found in serum that is known to stimulate the growth of microvascular endothelial cells and oncogenesis. Internalization of EGFR upon binding to TGF-*α* occurs regularly. Furthermore, EGFR binding to TGF-*α* has been associated with decreased ubiquitination and an earlier dissociation of TGF-*α* from the receptor, as compared to EGF, in the endosomal system, under low pH conditions, resulting in enhanced recycling of EGFR ([@bib19]). To date, the pharmacological profiles of these ligands during their interaction with the ErbB family of receptors remains unclear ([@bib20]). This small 50 amino acid peptide shares 45% sequence identity to EGF ([@bib21]) with similar secondary structure based on the NMR and x-ray studies containing three disulfide bridges, common in this family of growth factors ([@bib12],[@bib22]--[@bib33]).

Several models for these ligands using the corresponding Protein Data Bank (PDB)s were generated ([Fig. 1, *A*--*H*](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). The first is a surface Connolly representation showing the charge distribution (specifically glutamate, aspartate, and arginine) and tyrosine residues, which can be monitored via FT-IR spectroscopy for EGF, TGF-*α*, HB-EGF, and ER ([Fig. 1, *A*, *C*, *E*, and *G*](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}), respectively ([@bib21],[@bib26],[@bib27],[@bib30],[@bib31]). Second is the Kabash and Sander representation ([@bib34]), which highlights the structural motifs for four of the five ligands, with their respective loops, varying length antiparallel *β*-sheets, short helical motif, and random coil contributions for EGF, TGF-*α*, HB-EGF, and ER ([Fig. 1, *B*, *D*, *F*, and *H*](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}), respectively. The sequence comparison and dendogram ([Fig. 1, *I* and *J*](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}) is summarized based on shared identity with EGF as 45%, 40%, 41%, and 43% for TGF-*α*, HB-EGF, ER, and AR, respectively. EGF and TGF-*α* have been further studied by disulfide scrambling ([@bib35]), site-directed mutagenesis ([@bib36],[@bib37]), generation of chimeras ([@bib38]), circular dichroism ([@bib39]), and NMR ([@bib12],[@bib30],[@bib31]).

H/D exchange experiments using attenuated total reflection (ATR) ([@bib40]--[@bib44]) FT-IR spectroscopy ([@bib45]) has been used routinely to study proteins. The advantage of this study is that H→D exchange does not perturb the protein\'s secondary structure ([@bib46],[@bib47]). The amide I band in infrared spectroscopy is very sensitive to backbone conformation and is able to distinguish several structural motifs ([@bib48]--[@bib52]). Typically, spectral band intensity changes are observed for the amide II (1500--600 cm^−1^) and amide II′ (1400--1500 cm^−1^) bands upon exposure of the protein to D~2~O vapor. The concomitant band intensity changes are indicative of H→D exchange. In addition to amide vibrational modes, which provide secondary structure information, the arginine and the tyrosine side-chain modes ([@bib53]--[@bib55]) have exchangeable protons that can provide information on the extent of solvation in their immediate surroundings, thus acting as an internal probe. The spectral data analysis was performed using 2DCOS to enhance spectral resolution and determine the order of events during the H/D exchange process ([@bib41],[@bib42],[@bib56]--[@bib58]) for each ligand.

We report the results for the H/D exchange studies for EGF, TGF-*α*, HB-EGF, AR, and ER, which are five of the eight known ligands for the EGFR within the ErbB family of tyrosine kinase receptors. These studies will be used for future comparison with the receptor-ligand complexes. The results summarized in this article, to our knowledge, provide the first secondary structure information for AR and HB-EGF in their unbound state. Also, we compared the available structural information for EGF, TGF-*α*, HB-EGF, and ER with the FT-IR curve fitting analysis for percent secondary structure determination. In addition, a comparative analysis of the ligands\' H/D exchange kinetics and their extent of exchange along with their oligomeric state via mass spectral analysis are presented. Furthermore, the H/D exchange kinetics was only one aspect of the analysis since 2DCOS analysis was also carried out and proven useful to determine the differences in the exchange process of these ligands. These results are essential to understanding the solvation properties and their oligomeric state when unbound to their receptor.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

Commercially pure (∼97%) recombinant human EGF (6.3 kDa) and TGF-*α* (6 kDa) expressed from *Escherichia* *coli* were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO) and lyophilized to remove residual acetonitrile and trifluoroacetic acid. These ligands were then resuspended in 10 mM HEPES, 100 mM NaCl buffer at pH 7.4. The other three human recombinant ligands were of high purity (∼97%) and purchased from R&D Systems (Minneapolis, MN). AR (11 kDa) and ER (5.4 kDa) were also expressed from *E. coli*, and HB-EGF (9.5 kDa) was expressed from *Sf*21 insect cell cultures using a baculovirus expression system. These three ligands were not subjected to further purification. Each ligand was dialyzed against 10 mM HEPES, 100 mM NaCl at pH 7.4. All other reagents purchased were of the highest quality commercially available. All the protein samples had a final concentration of ∼1 mg/mL.

The solubilized ligand was then spread onto a ZnSe ATR crystal from Thermo Electron (Madison, WI) to obtain a uniform protein film. The sample was dried overnight with a flow of dry air. Spectral acquisition was done using a Mattson Infinity Series FT-IR spectrophotometer equipped with a mercury cadmium telluride detector (Thermo Electron) under continuous dry air purge conditions. Typically, 64 scans were coadded and apodized with a triangular function to yield a resolution of 2 cm^−1^. Before H/D exchange, a time 0 spectrum was acquired; this spectrum is characteristic of the unexchanged ligand. For EGF, spectra were acquired every 41 s for ∼5 h of the experiment, for a total of 129 spectra collected. For TGF-*α*, subsequent spectra were acquired every minute for the first 20 min of the exchange followed by every 15 min. In the case of EGF and TGF-*α*, longer spectral acquisitions were also carried out without change in the longer timeframes. For both AR and ER, subsequent spectra were acquired every 45 s the first 10 min and every 10 min after that for 7 h. For HB-EGF, spectra were acquired every 45 s the first 10 min and every 10 min after that for 14 h of the experiment to monitor the exchange. Finally, a spectrum was collected that was characteristic of the fully deuterated ligand 24 h after the first spectrum was acquired.

Spectral data analysis
----------------------

No data were manipulated except for baseline correction. As a separate analysis, Fourier self-deconvolution was performed to determine the existence of minor contributing peaks. The deconvolution parameters used for this analysis were full width at half height of 18 cm^−1^, and a resolution (*k*) was set as 2.

Assuming individual exchangeable protons, including amide protons and side-chain exchangeable protons, behave as first order kinetics,$$\documentclass[10pt]{article}
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\begin{equation*}H(t)={{\sum^{{\mathrm{N}}}_{{\mathrm{i}}=1}}}{\mathrm{exp}}(-k_{{\mathrm{i}}}t),\end{equation*}\end{document}$$where *N* is the number of amino acids, *H* is hydrogen, *k*~i~ is the individual rate constant for each proton, and *t* is time.

In a protein, these exchangeable protons are treated by class of amide group (3~10~-helix, *β*-sheets, *β*-turns or loops, as per assignments) or exchangeable protons within side chains that are infrared (IR) active (Arg and Tyr, as per assignments). The intensity for each conformational subband and side-chain contribution within the amide I and II bands are plotted as a function of time and termed "single frequency kinetics". These data are then used to determine a multiexponential decay of the amide I and II bands upon exchange:$$\documentclass[10pt]{article}
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\begin{equation*}H(t)={{\sum^{{\mathrm{M}}}_{{\mathrm{J}}=1}}}A_{{\mathrm{j}}}\hspace{.167em}{\mathrm{exp}}(-k_{{\mathrm{j}}}t),\end{equation*}\end{document}$$where *M* is the number of protons within a class, *A*~j~ is the class of proton, and *k*~j~ is the rate constant for the class of protons.

The single frequency kinetics versus time and the *H*(*t*) versus time plots are used to define and assign the slow, intermediate, and fast kinetics of exchange. The kinetics program for MATLAB (MathWorks, Natick, MA) was developed and generously provided by Dr. Erik Goormaghtigh from the Free University of Brussels, Belgium, for spectral analysis.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
======================

Although these ligands were of commercial origin, time of flight (TOF) matrix assisted laser desorption ionization (MALDI)-electrospray (ES) + MS for EGF and TGF-*α* and MALDI MS analyses were carried out for AR, HB-EGF, and ER to verify purity, oligomeric state, and molecular weight of each ligand sample ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). For EGF ([Fig. 2 *A*](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}), a peak corresponding to the monomer form at 6,360.0 mass/charge ratio (m/z) along with a dimer at 12,720.0 m/z of this ligand is commonly observed for the recombinant form of this protein. In the case of TGF-*α* ([Fig. 2 *B*](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}), a prominent peak at 5,545.0 m/z along with a minor peak at 2,772.0 m/z for the double protonated species agreed well with the calculated molecular weight of TGF-*α*. For AR ([Fig. 2 *C*](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}), a major peak observed at 11,297.0 m/z agrees well with the expected molecular weight and a shoulder at 10,956.0 m/z, which would account for the loss of the first three amino acids in the sequence (Ser, Val, and Arg). A second peak was observed at 5,651.4 m/z and a shoulder at 5,481.4 m/z, which would account for the double protonated species. A third peak is observed for AR at 8,206.0 m/z with two minor shoulders at 8,333.6 m/z and 8,078.7 m/z of the single protonated species, possibly due to proteolytic cleavage from the Lys-N protease (based on results obtain from the Expasy peptide cutter subroutine ([@bib59]))---in this case, accounting for the loss of the first 25 residues within the sequence and consequently the loss of the random coil portion found at the N-terminal end of this ligand, thus allowing the conformational analysis AR.

![MS analysis: TOF-ES MS spectra of (*A*) EGF, (*B*) TGF-*α* and MALDI, (*C*) AR, (*D*) HB-EGF, and (*E*) ER. EGF and HB-EGF are in dimer states, whereas TGF-*α*, AR, and ER are in their monomeric state.](BIO.125856.gs.f2){#fig2}

For HB-EGF ([Fig. 2 *D*](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}), the parent peak at 9,721.3 m/z, a second peak at 10,088 m/z with a series of shoulders at 10,263, 10,453, 10,629, 10,813, 10,995, 11,184, and 11,358 m/z are due to heterogeneous O-glycosylation. Third and fourth peaks, observed for HB-EGF at 8,040.7 m/z with shoulders at 7,601.3, 7,529.7, and 7,345.5 m/z are possibly due to proteolysis. Specifically, the peak at 8,040.7 m/z would be due to a proteolytic cleavage of the first four residues including Ser~4~ in the O-glycosylated state, followed by 7,601.3 m/z due to an additional loss of four residues (Ser~5~--Gln~8~), whereas 7,529.7 and 7,345.5 m/z are due to the further loss of one to three residues (Ala~9~ and Leu~10~-Ala~11~), respectively. A fifth peak at 5,047.3, with shoulders at 5,135.2, 5,230.0, 5316.1, 5,374.4, and 5,595.4 m/z, are the double protonated species of HB-EGF O-glycosylated ligand. For ER ([Fig. 2 *E*](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}) the MALDI showed two peaks, a major peak was observed at 5,401.8 m/z with three shoulders at 5,270.0, 5,547.5, and 5,585.9 m/z corresponding to the single protonated species along with nonspecific proteolytic cleavage products of ER, respectively. The second minor peak, observed at 10,815 m/z, was assigned to the dimer form of ER. Assuming monomer and dimer forms ionize at the same rate, the dimer contribution for ER is small. The MS analysis of these ligands corresponds to the calculated protein masses (EGF, TGF-*α*, AR, and ER), their proteolytic cleavage products (AR, HB-EGF, and ER), their posttranslational modification (HB-EGF), and their dimer forms (EGF and ER). Otherwise, these ligands were pure protein products.

FT-IR spectroscopy
------------------

Typical ATR-FT-IR spectra for a D~2~O hydrated uniform protein film in the spectral region of 3600--1400 cm^−1^ for EGF, TGF-*α*, AR, HB-EGF, and ER ([Fig. 3, *A*--*E*](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, respectively) are composed of the amide A band (∼3200 cm^−1^), the amide I′ band (∼1650 cm^−1^), the amide II band (∼1540 cm^−1^), and the amide II′ band (∼1450 cm^−1^). We closely monitored the spectral changes in the spectral region 1700--1400 cm^−1^ during H→D exchange to include the observed shift of the amide I′ band form accompanied by an increase in bandwidth. In addition, a decrease in intensity of the amide II band at ∼1540 cm^−1^ along with a concomitant increase of the amide II′ band at ∼1450 cm^−1^ were observed. These spectral changes were studied in detail by curve fitting analysis, difference spectroscopy, 2DCOS analysis, and H/D exchange kinetics.

![Overlaid spectra of EGFR ligands corresponding to initial and final spectra collected during the H/D exchange experiment within the spectral region of 3600--1400 cm^−1^ for (*A*) EGF, (*B*) TGF-*α*, (*C*) AR, (*D*) HB-EGF, and (*E*) ER. The spectra demonstrate the extent of hydration of the protein film and the overall band shifts and intensity changes for all five ligands.](BIO.125856.gs.f3){#fig3}

Curve-fitting analysis (spectral data not shown) was performed for the determination of percent secondary structure for each ligand, as summarized in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}. Except for AR, these results were compared with the available high-resolution structural data. For EGF the percent secondary structure contributions were 2.9% 3~10~-helix, 28.5% *β*-sheet, 4.7% *β*-turn, and 63.8% random coil. The EGF results for the *β*-sheet and random coil contributions are in good agreement with NMR results (PDB:1EPJ) ([@bib20]--[@bib25]) at pH 6.6, although our experimental conditions were different, and the pH 7.4 and the presence of dimer species may account for the small contribution of 3~10~ helix and the lower 4.7% *β*-turn contribution---as for TGF-*α*, 6.3% 3~10~-helix, 18.8% *β*-sheet, 17.8% *β*-turn, and 57.1% random coil contribution. The TGF-*α* results for the 3~10~-helix and *β*-sheet contribution are in good agreement with NMR results (PDB:1YUG) ([@bib25],[@bib31],[@bib32]). Furthermore, the first structural analysis for AR resulted in 2.5% 3~10~-helix, 25.2% *β*-sheet, 6.3% *β*-turn, and 66.0% random coil contribution.

###### 

Summary of the kinetics of exchange for five of the EGFR ligands: EGF, TGF-*α*, AR, HB-EGF, and ER

  EGFR ligand   Oligomeric state   Percent secondary structure   Extent of exchange          Arg min^−1^   *β*-turn min^−1^   *β*-sheets min^−1^   3~10~-helix min^−1^                                          
  ------------- ------------------ ----------------------------- -------------------- ------ ------------- ------------------ -------------------- --------------------- ------ --------------- --------------- --------------------
  EGF           monomer/dimer      ---                           26.4                 11.3   62.3          NMR                40%                  0.20                  0.09   0.09            1.88 × 10^−3^   1.88 × 10^−3^
                                   2.9                           28.5                 4.7    63.8          IR                                                                                                   
  TGF-*α*       monomer            6.0                           20.0                 8.0    66.0          NMR                65%                  0.91                  0.27   0.27            1.41 × 10^−4^   1.41 × 10^−4^
                                   6.3                           18.8                 17.8   57.1          IR                                                                                                   
  AR            monomer            ---                           ---                  ---    ---           None               55%                  0.47                  0.04   1.00 × 10^−4^   1.00 × 10^−4^   1.00 × 10^−4^
                                   2.5                           25.2                 6.3    66.0          IR                                                                                                   
  HB-EGF        monomer/dimer      3.8                           7.6                  5.1    83.5          x-ray              65%                  0.89                  0.14   1.00 × 10^−3^   1.00 × 10^−3^   0.89/1.00 × 10^−3^
                                   1.5                           30.6                 2.4    65.5          IR                                                                                                   
  ER            monomer            6.5                           21.7                 8.0    63.8          NMR                98%                  0.16                  0.03   1.00 × 10^−4^   1.00 × 10^−4^   1.00 × 10^−4^
                                   3.6                           24.0                 8.0    64.4          IR                                                                                                   

HB-EGF is composed of 1.5% 3~10~-helix, 30.6% *β*-sheet, 2.4% *β*-turn, and 65.5% random coil contribution. This result accounts for the only available percent secondary structure for the HB-EGF in its unbound state. However, the results presented above for HB-EGF are not in agreement with the bound ligand in complex with diphtheria toxin (PDB:1XDT) ([@bib11]), suggesting that the ligand changes its secondary structure when bound. A second important factor for the disagreement is that the x-ray structure of recombinant diphtheria toxin/HB-EGF complex was obtained using *E. coli* as host; so, HB-EGF in this structure is not glycosylated, whereas our results are for *Sf*21 host recombinant HB-EGF in the O-glycosylated state, potentially also accounting for the different secondary structure contributions. Finally, ER\'s secondary structure is composed of 3.6% 3~10~-helix, 24.0% *β*-sheet, 8.0% *β*-turn, and 64.4% random coil contribution, which is in reasonably good agreement with the available NMR structural information (PDB:1K37) ([@bib14]).

The difference spectra were obtained by subtracting the first spectrum from all subsequent spectra for the spectral region of 1720--1400 cm^−1^. A summary of the peak assignment for the maxima (+) or minima (−) resulting from the increase or decrease in overall peak intensities is listed below. For EGF, the peak assignments are composed of *β*-turn ((−) 1690 and 1680 cm^−1^), random coil ((+) 1659 cm^−1^), strong *β*-sheet contribution ((+) 1630 cm^−1^), Arg side-chain modes ((+) 1600 cm^−1^ and 1580 cm^−1^), N-H deformation mode ((−) 1545 cm^−1^), Tyr side-chain mode ((−) 1520 cm^−1^), and N-D deformation mode ((+) 1450 cm^−1^) as shown in [Fig. 4 *A*](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}. For the resulting difference spectra for TGF-*α* difference spectra, the peak assignments are composed of *β*-turn ((−) 1690 cm^−1^), random coil ((+) 1673 cm^−1^), 3~10~-helix ((+) 1646 cm^−1^), *β*-sheet ((+) 1635 cm^−1^), Arg side-chain modes ((+) 1600 cm^−1^), N-H deformation mode ((−) 1550 cm^−1^), Tyr side-chain mode ((−) 1520 cm^−1^), and N-D deformation mode ((+) 1450 cm^−1^), as shown in [Fig. 4 *B*](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}.

![Overlaid difference spectra of the EGFR ligands. (*A*) EGF, (*B*) TGF-*α*, (*C*) AR, (*D*) HB- EGF, and (*E*) ER within the spectral region 1725--1400 cm^−1^. The difference spectra were generated by subtraction of the first spectrum from all subsequent spectra.](BIO.125856.gs.f4){#fig4}

The difference spectra for AR are composed of *β*-turn ((−) 1685 and 1680 cm^−1^), random coil ((+) 1660 cm^−1^), 3~10~-helix ((+) 1645 cm^−1^), strong *β*-sheet contribution ((+) 1630 cm^−1^), Arg side-chain modes ((+) 1580 cm^−1^), N-H deformation mode ((−) 1545 cm^−1^), Tyr side-chain mode ((−) 1520 cm^−1^), and N-D deformation mode ((+) 1450 cm^−1^), as shown in [Fig. 4 *C*](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}. The difference spectra for HB-EGF are composed of *β*-turn ((−) 1675 cm^−1^), random coil ((+) 1655 cm^−1^), 3~10~-helix ((+) 1650 cm^−1^), strong *β*-sheet contribution ((+) 1630 cm^−1^), Arg side-chain modes ((+) 1582 cm^−1^), N-H deformation mode ((−) 1550 cm^−1^), Tyr side-chain mode ((−) 1520 cm^−1^), and N-D deformation mode ((+) 1450 cm^−1^), as shown in [Fig. 4 *D*](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}. The difference spectra for ER are composed of *β*-turn ((−) 1675cm^−1^), random coil ((+) 1655 cm^−1^), 3~10~-helix ((+) 1645 cm^−1^), strong *β*-sheet contribution ((+) 1630 cm^−1^), Arg side-chain modes ((+) 1600 cm^−1^), N-H deformation mode ((−) 1545 cm^−1^), Tyr side-chain mode ((−) 1520 cm^−1^), and N-D deformation mode ((+) 1445 cm^−1^), as shown in [Fig. 4 *E*](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}.

Kinetics of exchange
--------------------

The kinetics of H/D exchange were carried out for these five ligands using no prior knowledge of the constants, but rather doing a systematic assessment of the intensities every 10 wavenumbers for the amide II band with time. For purposes of clarity, only the intensities associated with known assignments were plotted as the evolution of the absorbance at selected wavenumber versus time. The intensity at ∼1550 cm^−1^ was normalized using the intensity of the isobestic point of the amide I′ band to generate a plot of the percent of unexchanged protein versus time. The amide I band isobestic points were 1673, 1687, 1673, 1671, and 1695 cm^−1^ for EGF, TGF-*α*, AR, HB-EGF, and ER, respectively. The difference in isobestic point could be due to the different contributions of small 3~10~-helical domains and *β*-turns.

The overall extent of exchange for each ligand is shown in [Figs. 5, *A* and *B*, to 9, *A* and *B*](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}[](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}[](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}[](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}[](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}, and is summarized in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}. In general, the extent of exchange agreed with the overall hydrophobic residue content for each ligand (as analyzed by the Kyte-Doolittle hydropathy sequence analysis ([@bib60])), oligomeric state, and glycosylation. The exception was AR, suggesting that the polar residues may be buried, whereas the hydrophobic residues mainly located within C-terminal end are exposed. The fastest initial exchange was observed for TGF-*α*: within the first 5 min of the exchange process, 50% of the ligand had exchanged. The next fastest initial exchange was HB-EGF: within the first 5 min, 40% had exchanged, probably due to the glycosylation. Although ER had the slowest initial exchange, it was also this ligand that underwent complete exchange, suggesting that the dimer species is present in small quantities and that this protein is almost completely exposed to its aqueous environment. The extent of H/D exchange for these ligands, with EGF having the lowest extent of exchange, suggests the dimer form contributed to the loss of exposure to its aqueous environment with only 40%; in contrast, epiregulin had almost complete exchange (98%). HB-EGF had a greater extent of exchange, i.e., 65%, suggesting the glycosylation affected hydration of the ligand, whereas TGF-*α* and AR had extents of exchange of 65% and 55%, respectively.

The kinetics of exchange can be used to study the dynamic factors that affect hydrogen-bonding interactions which are dependent on the secondary structure of the protein, in the case of the amide protons, and the local environment observed for the side chains, thus affecting protein stability. These results were determined for several secondary structural motifs---arginine and tyrosine residues ([Figs. 5 *C* to 9 *C*](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}[](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}[](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}[](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}[](#fig9){ref-type="fig"})---and summarized in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}. HB-EGF and TGF-*α* have the same exchange rates for Tyr, suggesting these residues are in similar environments. Also for AR, HB-EGF, and ER, the rates for Arg and Tyr were faster than the backbone exchange rates. HB-EGF had two different exchange rates for the 3~10~-helices, suggesting two different environments. EGF and HB-EGF had similar exchange rates for the *β*-sheets, whereas TGF-*α*, ER, and AR were 10 orders of magnitude slower. Finally, for AR the secondary structure motifs had the same exchange rate in this case; the order of events ascertained from 2DCOS proved valuable because it helped establish the differences in H/D exchange for these domains. In general, the order of events ascertained from the 2DCOS agreed with the kinetic analysis, with few exceptions, due to the extremely fast exchange process of certain components, such as exposed Tyr and the random coils.

![The kinetics of exchange for EGF is summarized in three plots. (*A*) Initial times of exchange. (*B*) Percent of unexchanged protein versus time. EGF was observed to exchange 40% after 80 min. A straight line shown at the bottom of each multiexponential decay plot (*A* and *B*) is the residual of the fit with the resulting standard deviation 0.039. (*C*) Evolution of the absorbance at selected wavenumbers versus time, which includes a summary of the kinetic components assigned to Tyr, Arg, and the different structural motifs.](BIO.125856.gs.f5){#fig5}

![The kinetics of H/D exchange for TGF-*α* is summarized in three plots. (*A*) Initial times of exchange. (*B*) Percent of unexchanged protein versus time. TGF-*α* was observed to exchange 65% after 15 min. A straight line shown at the bottom of each multiexponential decay plot (*A* and *B*) is the residual of the fit with the resulting standard deviation 0.071. (*C*) Evolution of the absorbance at selected wavenumbers versus time, which includes the kinetics assigned for Tyr, Arg, and the different structural motifs.](BIO.125856.gs.f6){#fig6}

![The kinetics of exchange for AR is summarized in three plots. (*A*) Initial times of exchange. (*B*) Percent of unexchanged protein versus time. AR was observed to exchange 55% after 80 min. A straight line shown at the bottom of each multiexponential decay plot (*A* and *B*) is the residual of the fit with the resulting standard deviation 0.083. (*C*) Evolution of the absorbance at selected wavenumbers versus time, which includes a summary of the kinetic components assigned to Tyr, Arg, and the different structural motifs.](BIO.125856.gs.f7){#fig7}

![The kinetics of exchange for HB-EGF is summarized in three plots. (*A*) initial times of exchange. (*B*) Percent of unexchanged protein versus time. HB-EGF was observed to exchange 65% after 20 min. A straight line shown at the bottom of each multiexponential decay plot (*A* and *B*) is the residual of the fit with the resulting standard deviation 0.127. (*C*) Evolution of the absorbance at selected wavenumbers versus time, which includes a summary of the kinetic components assigned to Tyr, Arg, and the different structural motifs.](BIO.125856.gs.f8){#fig8}

![The kinetics of exchange for ER is summarized in three plots. (*A*) Initial times of exchange. (*B*) Percent of unexchanged protein versus time. ER was observed to exchange 98% after 150 min. A straight line shown at the bottom of each multiexponential decay plot (*A* and *B*) is the residual of the fit with the resulting standard deviation 0.650. (*C*) Evolution of the absorbance at selected wavenumbers versus time, which includes a summary of the kinetic components assigned to Tyr, Arg, and the different structural motifs.](BIO.125856.gs.f9){#fig9}

2D-COS
------

To enhance the spectral resolution and extract correlation and temporal information of the spectral changes, a two-dimensional correlation analysis was performed on each data set, within the spectral region of 1800--1400 cm^−1^. The synchronous plots, which reflect in-phase transitions, are shown in [Figs. 10, *A* and *C*](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}, and [11, *A*, *C*, and *E*](#fig11){ref-type="fig"}; and the asynchronous plots, which reflect out-of-phase transitions, are shown in [Figs. 10, *B* and *D*](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}, and [11, *B*, *D*, and *F*](#fig11){ref-type="fig"}, for EGF, TGF-*α*, AR, HB-EGF, and ER, respectively. The auto peaks are diagonal peaks, which reflect intensity variations, whereas crosspeaks are off-diagonal peaks, reflecting correlations. These assignments are summarized in [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}. At times, there can be small contributions that are difficult to localize due to band overlapping. To confirm the presence of small overlapped peaks, the spectral data were deconvolved (data not shown).

![2DCOS obtained from the baseline-corrected spectra corresponding to EGF and TGF-*α* (*A* and *C*) synchronous and (*B* and *D*) asynchronous plots, respectively.](BIO.125856.wc.f10){#fig10}

![2DCOS corresponding to AR, HB-EGF, and ER obtained from the baseline corrected spectra (*A*, *C*, and *E*) synchronous plots and (*B*, *D*, and *F*) asynchronous plots, respectively.](BIO.125856.wc.f11){#fig11}

###### 

Summary of 2DCOS peak assignments for the EGFR ligands EGF, TGF-*α*, AR, HB-EGF, and ER synchronous autopeaks and asynchronous crosspeaks

                    EGF          TGF-*α*      AR     HB-EGF       ER                                             
  ----------------- ------------ ------------ ------ ------------ ------------ ------------ ------ ------ ------ ------
  *β*-sheet         1630         1628         1635   1635         1630         1632         1630   1634   1630   1632
  *β* -turn         1690, 1680   1690, 1680   1690   1690         1680, 1685   1680, 1685   1675   1680   1675   1675
  3~10~-helix       1647         1648         1646   1648         1645         1645         1650   1648   1645   1646
  Arg side chain    1600, 1580   1600, 1580   1600   1600, 1585   1580         1582         1582   1582   1600   1597
  N-H deformation   1545         1545         1550   1545         1545         1550         1550   1548   1545   1551
  Tyr side chain    1520         1510         1520   1514         1520         1520         1520   1516   1520   1519
  N-D deformation   1450         1450         1440   1450         1450         1450         1445   1451   1445   1449

Synchronous plot.

Asynchronous plot.

Synchronous plots
-----------------

Several differences in the peak pattern between the three ligands (EGF, TGF-*α*, AR, HB-EGF, and ER) are observed. The synchronous plots are shown in [Fig. 10, *A* and *C*](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}, for EGF and TGF-*α* and in [Fig. 11, *A*, *C*, and *E*](#fig11){ref-type="fig"}, for AR, HB-EGF and ER, respectively. The auto peak and crosspeak assignments are summarized in [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}. The largest intensity changes for the auto peaks were the N-H and N-D deformation modes (∼1550 cm^−1^ and ∼1450 cm^−1^, respectively) associated primarily with backbone amides. In general, the backbone and side-chain (Arg, Tyr) vibrational modes correlated with the N-H and N-D deformation modes. The *β*-turns in EGF were observed to be in two different environments, suggesting that the backbone dynamics were different.

Synchronous plots for each ligand are shown in [Fig. 10, *A* and *C*](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}. For EGF the *β*-sheets (1630 cm^−1^) and *β*-turns correlate with the Arg (1600 and 1580 cm^−1^) and Tyr modes (1520 cm^−1^). For TGF-*α*, the 3~10~-helix (1646 cm^−1^) correlates with Arg mode (1600 cm^−1^), whereas the *β*-turns (1690 cm^−1^) correlate with the *β*-sheets (1635 cm^−1^) and Tyr (1520 cm^−1^) vibrational mode. Of all the ligands in this study, the highest degree of complexity in the 2DCOS plots was observed for AR ([Fig. 11 *A*](#fig11){ref-type="fig"}). The similarity in these patterns will be discussed in terms of the position of the auto peaks; and their assignments at 1680, 1685 cm^−1^ (*β*-turns), 1630 cm^−1^ (*β*-sheet), and Arg (1580 cm^−1^) resembles those of AR ([Fig. 11 *A*](#fig11){ref-type="fig"}). The *β*-sheets (1630 cm^−1^) and helical (1645 cm^−1^) motifs govern the exchange process in AR. The *β*-sheets (1630 cm^−1^) are correlated well with the Arg (1580 cm^−1^), the Tyr (1520 cm^−1^), and the *β*-turn (1680 cm^−1^). Finally, for AR the *β*-turns (1685 cm^−1^) also correlate with the Tyr mode (1520 cm^−1^). HB-EGF ([Fig. 11 *C*](#fig11){ref-type="fig"}) resulted in its *β*-turns (1675 cm^−1^) and Tyr (1520 cm^−1^) governing the exchange process.

These peaks also correlated with each other, suggesting they are exposed to the aqueous environment. In addition, HB-EGF\'s 3~10~-helical peak (1650 cm^−1^) correlates with the Tyr (1520 cm^−1^), suggesting they are also in a similar environment. Meanwhile, the exchange process in ER is governed by the Arg (1600 cm^−1^) and *β*-sheets (1630 cm^−1^), although the strongest exchange perturbation was the Arg (1600 cm^−1^). This effect is demonstrated more strongly by the similarity in phase and position of the corresponding crosspeaks. However, for ER, there is an absence of several auto peaks---1675 cm^−1^ (*β*-turn) and 1645 cm^−1^ (3~10~-helix) auto peaks ([Fig. 11 *E*](#fig11){ref-type="fig"})---suggesting that these motifs are less exposed to their aqueous environment, unlike EGF, TGF-*α*, AR, and HB-EGF.

Asynchronous plots
------------------

TGF-*α* and EGF asynchronous plots are also quite different from the asynchronous plots shown for AR, HB-EGF, and ER, suggesting differences in the dynamics of exchange ([Figs. 10, *B* and *D*](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}, and [11, *B*, *D*, and *F*](#fig11){ref-type="fig"}, respectively). The color of these crosspeaks and their counterparts in the synchronous plots allows the determination of the order of events summarized in [Tables 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"} and [4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"}. However, for TGF-*α*, spectral deconvolution was also performed to enhance the resolution of asynchronous plots (data not shown). The apparent absence of the 1690 cm^−1^ crosspeak shown in [Fig. 10 *D*](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}, associated with the *β*-turns present in TGF-*α*, was due to small intensity changes. Otherwise, equal crosspeak intensity distributions were observed for EGF and TGF-*α* ([Fig. 10, *B* and *D*](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}). In the case of EGF, the side chains correlated well with each other: Arg (1580 cm^−1^) and Tyr (1510 cm^−1^). Also observed were the *β*-sheets (1628 cm^−1^), which correlated with the *β*-turns (1680, 1690 cm^−1^).

###### 

Order of events during the H/D exchange process for EGF and TGF-*α*

  Event   Order of Events[\*](#tblfn3){ref-type="table-fn"}
  ------- --------------------------------------------------------------------
          EGF
  1       Tyr (1520 cm^−1^) before Arg (1580 cm^−1^)
  2       *β*-turns (1680, 1690 cm^−1^) occur before *β*-sheet (1628 cm^−1^)
  3       Tyr (1510 cm^−1^) before *β*-sheet (1628 cm^−1^)
  4       *β*-sheet (1628 cm^−1^) before 3~10~-helix (1648 cm^−1^)
  5       Arg (1580 cm^−1^) before *β*-turns (1680, 1690 cm^−1^)
  6       Tyr (1510 cm^−1^) occur prior *β*-turns (1680, 1690 cm^−1^)
          TGF-*α*
  1       Tyr (1514 cm^−1^) before 3~10~-helix (1648 cm^−1^)
  2       Tyr (1514 cm^−1^) before *β*-sheet (1635 cm^−1^)
  3       3~10~-helix (1648 cm^−1^) before *β*-sheet (1635 cm^−1^)
  4       Arg (1600 cm^−1^) before 3~10~-helix (1648 cm^−1^)
  5       Tyr (1514 cm^−1^) before Arg (1600 cm^−1^)
  6       *β*-sheet (1635 cm^−1^) before *β*-turns (1690 cm^−1^)
  7       Arg (1600 cm^−1^) occurs before *β*-turns (1690 cm^−1^)

Peak assignment and crosspeak positions are used to describe each event.

###### 

Order of events during the H/D exchange process for AR, HB-EGF, and ER

  Event   Order of events[\*](#tblfn4){ref-type="table-fn"}
  ------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------
          Amphiregulin
  1       Tyr (1520 cm^−1^) before Arg (1582 cm^−1^)
  2       Arg (1582 cm^−1^) before *β*-sheet (1632 cm^−1^)
  3       *β*-sheet (1632 cm^−1^) before *β*-turns (1680/1682 cm^−1^)
  4       *β*-sheet (1632 cm^−1^) before 3~10~-helix (1645 cm^−1^)
  5       3~10~-helix (1645 cm^−1^) before *β*-turns (1680/1682 cm^−1^)
          HB-EGF
  1       Arg (1582 cm^−1^) before *β*-sheet (1632 cm^−1^) and *β*-turns (1670 cm^−1^)
  2       Arg (1582 cm^−1^) before 3~10~-helix (1650 cm^−1^)
  3       3~10~-helix (1650 cm^−1^) before *β*-turns (1670 cm^−1^)
  4       *β*-sheet (1632 cm^−1^) before 3~10~-helix (1650 cm^−1^)
          Epiregulin
  1       Tyr (1520 cm^−1^) before 3~10~-helix (1646 cm^−1^) and *β*-sheet (1632 cm^−1^)
  2       Tyr (1520 cm^−1^) before Arg (1597 cm^−1^)
  3       Arg (1597 cm^−1^) before *β*-sheet (1632 cm^−1^)
  4       3~10~-helix (1646 cm^−1^) before *β*-sheet (1632 cm^−1^)
  5       *β*-turn (1675 cm^−1^) before Arg (1597 cm^−1^) and 3~10~-helix (1646 cm^−1^)

Peak assignment and crosspeak positions are used to describe each event.

For TGF-*α*, the 3~10~-helix (1648 cm^−1^) correlates with the *β*-sheets (1635 cm^−1^), whereas the Tyr (1514 cm^−1^) crosspeak correlated well with the Arg (1600 cm^−1^) and the *β*-turn (1690 cm^−1^). The crosspeaks observed with largest intensity changes in AR, the *β*-sheet (1632 cm^−1^) and 3~10~-helix (1645 cm^−1^) correlates with Arg (1582 cm^−1^), whereas the *β*-turns (1680, 1682 cm^−1^) correlated with the *β*-sheet (1632 cm^−1^) ([Fig. 11 *B*](#fig11){ref-type="fig"}). Also, the *β*-sheet (1632 cm^−1^) and *β*-turns (1680 cm^−1^) correlate with the Tyr (1520 cm^−1^). For HB-EGF, it is interesting to note that the *β*-turn (1670 cm^−1^) correlates inversely with the Tyr (1516 cm^−1^) and Arg (1582 cm^−1^) crosspeaks ([Fig. 11 *D*](#fig11){ref-type="fig"}). ER, the Arg peak (1597 cm^−1^), correlates with both the *β*-sheets (1632 cm^−1^) and 3~10~-helix (1646 cm^−1^); and the 3~10~-helix (1646 cm^−1^) exchanges before the *β*-sheets (1632 cm^−1^).

The order of events for each ligand is as follows: for EGF the Tyr residues exchange first, followed by Arg, then the *β*-turn, and finally *β*-sheets and the 3~10~-helix motif; whereas for TGF-*α* it was the Tyr, followed by the Arg, then the 3~10~-helix and *β*-sheets, and finally the *β*-turn. In the case of AR, the Tyr residues exchanged first, followed by Arg; then the *β*-sheets exchange is followed by the 3~10~-helix and finally the *β*-turns. For HB-EGF, the order of exchange is Tyr, followed by Arg, then the *β*-sheets, followed by 3~10~-helix and *β*-turns. For ER, the Tyr exchanges first, followed by the *β*-turns, then Arg, the 3~10~-helix, and finally the *β*-sheet. The random coil crosspeak was never observed, due to the extremely fast kinetics of exchange occurring for our experimental setup ([@bib43]). Therefore, the dynamics of exchange are different for these ligands. More importantly, these results correlate well with the kinetics of exchange presented above and were used to determine when the rates of exchange were the same.

CONCLUSION
==========

Differences in secondary structure, conformational fluctuations, and exposure of the protein to its aqueous environment are factors that affect the dynamic nature of hydrogen-bonding interactions. By correlating the amide protons found in the backbone to the side chains, we were able to explore these factors and relate them to the oligomeric state and posttranslational modification of the protein. We chose a family of ligands that interacts with the same target protein (receptor) and has similar sequence, size, and secondary structure---thus allowing a comparative analysis.

These ligands were characterized by MS analysis and FT-IR spectroscopy. MS analysis is the technique of choice to determine the integrity and oligomeric state of a protein and as such was found to be crucial to understand the differences in the extent of exchange observed. The FT-IR spectroscopic analysis presented here for these ligands is in relatively good agreement with the available structural information ([@bib12],[@bib22]--[@bib24],[@bib29]--[@bib32],[@bib59]). We determined the secondary structure composition for AR and HB-EGF in their unbound state. These ligands share common motifs defined by three disulfide bridges that generate three loops, two-stranded antiparallel *β*-sheets, and random coil regions in the amino and carboxyl termini. These structural similarities cannot explain their roles in regulating the EGFR. Differences in the extent of exchange were not due to the differences in molecular weight, but rather the residue content affecting solvent accessibility, dimerization, and/or posttranslational modification observed for HB-EGF (glycosylation).

The fastest components to exchange were the side chains (Arg or Tyr), showing that these side chains were highly exposed to their aqueous environment, whereas the *β*-sheets within EGF and HB-EGF were determined to be one order of magnitude faster than TGF-*α*, ER, and AR. The *β*-turns were also observed to exchange faster for TGF-*α*, followed by EGF; whereas HB-EGF, ER, and AR were up to 100 orders of magnitude slower. At times, the kinetics was not sensitive enough to distinguish the rates of exchange for several secondary structural motifs within the same ligand. 2DCOS proved valuable in the establishment of the order of events in which these structural domains were exchanged with respect to one another, allowing further confidence. Therefore the combined analysis kinetics of H/D exchange and 2DCOS can be used to establish the order of events in the H/D exchange process.

H/D exchange studies monitored by FT-IR spectroscopy have been proven useful in the analysis of solvent accessibility at the structural motif level; but more importantly, hydrogen-bonding interaction was studied by determining the H/D exchange rates. The differences in exchange rates observed for these five ligands, within their side chains and secondary structural motifs, may be critical for receptor regulation. The next logical step in this work is to study the interaction between these ligands and the EGFR using ^13^C-labeled ligands to allow the simultaneous study of both proteins within the complex.
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